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Here you can find the menu of Thai Rose in Lancaster. At the moment, there are 16 menus and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What TimMHolmes likes about Thai Rose:

Had a lovely meal. The staff were friendly and attentive. There was a wide, and varied selection of food. Have
been before for a stake. This time had a Thai meal. Curry was subtle and tasty. Will definitely return. read more.
In nice weather you can even eat in the outdoor area, And into the accessible rooms also come customers with
wheelchairs or physical disabilities. WiFi is available without additional charges. What Judi F doesn't like about

Thai Rose:
Well after being recommended to this place, we were slightly underwhelmed with the food and the surroundings!
The decor has seen better days and there is a whole top floor with things piled high , chairs cooking utensils and
a child's play equipment.,which is where the toilets are so you have to walk past it all.The food was very ordinary
and quite expensive for what you got, the best was the prawn toast and that was... read more. Thai Rose from

Lancaster is a suitable bar to a drink after work, and hang out with friends, On the menu there are also several
Asian dishes. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Thai Rose. Anyone who finds the everyday

and generally known menus too boring can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting
combination of ingredients consume, meals from Thailand are prepared here with the popular spices and (fish-)

sauces.
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Main�
FILLET

Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Appet�er
TEMPURA

�ngerfoo�
CALAMARES

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Asiatisch� Gericht� - Huh�
THAI CURRY

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

PRAWNS

KING PRAWNS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

TUNA STEAK

TOSTADAS

FISH
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 17:30-21:30
Tuesday 17:30-22:00
Wednesday 17:30-22:00
Thursday 17:30-22:00
Friday 17:30-22:30
Saturday 17:30-22:30
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